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ABSTRACT
An efficient, scalable and robust approach to the handwritten digits
recognition problem based on the Saak transform is proposed in this
work. First, multi-stage Saak transforms are used to extract a family
of joint spatial-spectral representations of input images. Then, the
Saak coefficients are used as features and fed into the SVM classi-
fier for the classification task. In order to control the size of Saak
coefficients, we adopt a lossy Saak transform that uses the princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) to select a smaller set of transform
kernels. The handwritten digits recognition problem is well solved
by the convolutional neural network (CNN) such as the LeNet-5.
We conduct a comparative study on the performance of the LeNet-5
and the Saak-transform-based solutions in terms of scalability and
robustness as well as the efficiency of lossless and lossy Saak trans-
forms under a comparable accuracy level.
Index Terms— Classification, Data-Driven Transform, Saak
Transform, Linear Subspace Approximation, Principal Component
Analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
Handwritten digits recognition is one of the important tasks in pat-
tern recognition. It has numerous applications such as mail sorting,
bank check processing, etc. It is also a challenging task due to a wide
range of intra-class and inter-class variabilities arising from various
writing styles and different handwriting quality. A large number of
methods have been proposed to solve this problem. Methods based
on the convolutional neural network (CNN) offer the state-of-the-art
performance in handwritten digits recognition nowadays. Besides
handwritten digits recognition, we have seen a resurgence of the
CNN methodology [1, 2, 3, 4] and its applications to many computer
vision problems in recent years.
Generally speaking, a CNN architecture consists of a few con-
volutional layers followed by several fully connected (FC) layers.
The convolutional layer is composed of multiple convolutional oper-
ations of vectors defined on a cuboid, a nonlinear activation function
such as the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLUs) and response pooling. It
is used for feature extraction. The FC layer serves the function of
a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier. All CNN parameters (or
called filter weights) are learned by the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) algorithm through backpropagation. It is well known that
CNNs-based methods have weaknesses in terms of efficiency, scal-
ability and robustness. First, the CNN training is computationally
intensive. There are many hyper-parameters to be finetuned in the
backpropagation process for new datasets and/or different network
architectures [5, 6]. Second, trained CNN models are not scalable to
the change of object class numbers and the dataset size [7, 8]. If a
network is trained for the certain object classes, we need to re-train
the network again even if the number of object classes increases or
decreases by one. Similarly, if the training dataset size increases by
a small percentage, we cannot predict its impact to the final perfor-
mance and need to re-train the network as well. Third, these CNN
models are not robust to small perturbations due to their excess de-
pendence on the end-to-end optimization methodology [9, 10, 11]. It
is desired to develop an alternative solution to overcome these short-
comings.
Being motivated by CNNs, the Saak (Subspace approximation
with augmented kernels) transform was recently proposed by Kuo
and Chen in [12]. The Saak transform consists of two new ingre-
dients on top of traditional CNNs. They are: subspace approxima-
tion and kernel augmentation. The Saak transform allows both for-
ward and inverse transforms so that it can be used for image anal-
ysis as well as synthesis (or generation). One can derive a fam-
ily of joint spatial-spectral representations between two extremes -
the full spatial-domain representation and the full spectral-domain
representation using multi-stage Saak transforms. Being different
with CNNs, all transform kernels in multi-stage Saak transforms are
computed by one-pass feedforward process. Neither data labels nor
backpropagation is needed for kernel computation.
In this work, we conduct a comparative study on the perfor-
mance of the LeNet-5 and the Saak-transform-based solutions re-
garding their accuracy, efficiency, scalability, and robustness. To
achieve higher efficiency, we adopt the lossy Saak transform using
the principal component analysis (PCA) for subspace approximation
so as to control the number of transform kernels (or the principal
component number). As to scalability, the feature extraction process
in the Saak transform approach is an unsupervised one, and it is not
sensitive to the class number. Furthermore, the lossy Saak trans-
form can alleviate the influence of small perturbations by focusing
on principal components only. We will conduct an extensive set of
experiments on the MNIST dataset [13] to demonstrate the above-
mentioned properties. The rest of this work is organized as follows.
The Saak transform is reviewed and the lossy Saak transform is in-
troduced in Sec. 2. Comparative study on efficiency, scalability, and
robustness of the CNN approach and the Saak transform approach
are examined in Sec. 3. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in
Sec. 4.
2. SAAK TRANSFORM
To explain the superior performance of CNNs, Kuo [14, 15] in-
terpreted the CNN architecture as a multilayer RECOS (REctified-
COrrelations on a Sphere) transform. Furthermore, to define the in-
verse RECOS transform that reconstructs an input from its RECOS
transform output as closely as possible, Kuo and Chen [12] proposed
the Saak transform recently. The Saak transform is a mapping from
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of forward and inverse Saak transforms,
where fp, gs and gp are the input in position format, the output in
sign format and the output in position format, respectively.
a real-valued function defined on a 3D cuboid to a 1D rectified spec-
tral vector. Both forward and inverse Saak transforms can be well
defined. The 3D cuboid consists of two spatial dimensions and one
spectral dimension. Typically, the spatial dimensions are set to 2×2.
As to the spectral dimension, it can grow very fast when we consider
the lossless Saak transform. We will focus on the lossy Saak trans-
form in this work, which will be elaborated in Sec. 3.
The Saak transforms have several interesting and desired fea-
tures. First, it has orthonormal transform kernels that facilitate the
computation in both forward and inverse transforms. Second, the
Saak transform can eliminate the rectification loss to achieve lossless
conversion between different spatial-spectral representations. Third,
the distance between two vectors before and after the Saak trans-
form is preserved to a certain degree. Fourth, the kernels of the Saak
transform are derived from the second-order statistics of input ran-
dom vectors. Neither data labels nor backpropagation is demanded
in kernel determination.
The block diagram of the forward and inverse Saak transforms
is given in Fig. 1. The forward Saak transform consists of three
steps: 1) building the optimal linear subspace approximation with
orthonormal bases using the Karhunen-Loe´ve transform (KLT) [16],
2) augmenting each transform kernel with its negative, 3) applying
the rectified linear unit (ReLU) to the transform output. The second
and third steps are equivalent to the sign-to-position (S/P) format
conversion. The inverse Saak transform is conducted by performing
the position-to-sign (P/S) format conversion before the inverse KLT.
Generally speaking, the Saak transform is a process of converting the
spatial variation to the spectral variation and the inverse Saak trans-
form is a process of converting the spectral variation to the spatial
variation.
As shown in Fig. 2, multi-stage Saak transforms are developed
to transform images of a larger size. To begin with, we decompose
an input into four quadrants recursively to form a quad-tree structure
with its root being the full image and its leaf being a small patch of
size 2 × 2. Then, we conduct the Saak transform by merging four
child nodes into one parent node stage by stage and from the leaf
to the root. The whole process terminates when we reach the last
stage (or the root of the tree) that has a spatial dimension of 1 × 1.
The signed KLT coefficients in each stage are called the Saak co-
efficients that can serve as discriminant features of the input image.
Multi-stage Saak transforms provide a family of spatial-spectral rep-
resentations. They are powerful representations to be used in many
applications such as handwritten digits recognition, object classifi-
cation, and image processing.
Only the lossless Saak transform was examined in [12]. For the
lossless multi-stage Saak transforms, the spatial-spectral dimension
Fig. 2. Illustration of the forward and inverse multi-stage Saak trans-
forms, where Φp is the set of the spatial-spectral representations in
the pth stage, and Sp and S−1p are the forward and inverse Saak
transforms between stages (p− 1) and p, respectively.
in Stage p is 2× 2×Kp, where Kp can be recursively computed as
Kp = 2 × 4×K(p−1), K0 = 1, p = 1, 2, · · · . (1)
The right-hand-side (RHS) consists of three terms. The first term
is due to the S/P conversion. The second and third terms are from
that the degree of freedom of the input cuboid and the output vector
should be preserved through the KLT. As a consequence of Eq. (1),
we have Kp = 8p. To avoid this exponential growth in terms of the
stage number p, we can leverage the energy compaction property of
the KLT and adopt the lossy Saak transform by replacing the KLT
with the truncated KLT (or PCA).
Many useful properties are preserved in the lossy Saak transform
such as the orthonormality of transform kernels and its capability to
provide a family of spatial-spectral representations. However, there
is a loss in reconstructing the original input. This is the reason that it
is called the “lossy” transform. Since we deal with the classification
problem, the exact reconstruction is of little concern here. To reduce
the number of transform kernels, we select the leading K
′
p compo-
nents that have the largest eigenvalues from all Kp components in
stage p. Empirically, we have K
′
p << Kp. This will be reported in
Sec. 3.
3. COMPARATIVE STUDY
We conduct a comparative study on the efficiency of lossless and
lossy Saak transforms under a comparable accuracy level in Sec. 3.1
as well as the performance of the LeNet-5 and the Saak-transform-
based solutions in terms of scalability and robustness in Secs. 3.2
and 3.3, respectively.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed Saak transform approach for pat-
tern recognition. First, a subset of Saak coefficients is selected from
each stage. Next, the feature dimension is further reduced. Finally,
the reduced feature vector is sent to an SVM classifier.
Table 1. The classification accuracy (%) of the Saak transform ap-
proach for the MNIST dataset, where the first column indicates the
kernel numbers used from stages 1-5 in the feature selection module
while the second to the fifth columns indicate dimensions of the re-
duced feature dimension. The cutoff energy thresholds for the 2nd
to 5th rows are 1%, 3%, 5% and 7% of the total energy, respectively.
#Kernels for each stage 32 64 128 256
All kernels 98.19 98.58 98.53 98.14
(4, 11, 16, 20, 17) 98.24 98.54 98.33 97.84
(4, 5, 8, 7, 9) 98.30 98.54 98.26 97.68
(4, 5, 5, 6, 7) 98.28 98.52 98.21 97.70
(4, 4, 4, 5, 5) 98.22 98.42 98.08 97.58
3.1. Efficiency
The proposed Saak-transform-based pattern recognition approach is
illustrated in Fig. 3. For an input image of size 32× 32, we conduct
five-stage lossy Saak transforms to compute spatial-spectral repre-
sentations with spatial resolutions of 16× 16(= 256), 8× 8(= 64),
4 × 4(= 16), 2 × 2(= 4) and 1 × 1(= 1). The feature selection
module in the figure consists of two steps. For the first step, we
select transform kernels using the largest eigenvalue criterion. This
controls the number of Saak coefficients in each stage effectively
while preserving the discriminative power. To give an example, if
we choose transform kernels with their energy just greater than 3%
of the total energy of the PCA, the kernel numbers from Stages 1 to
Table 2. The cosine similarity of transform kernels obtained with
subsets and the whole set of MNIST training data, where the first
column indicates the number of images using for training and the
second to sixth columns indicate the cosine similarity in each stage.
Size Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5
50000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9996
40000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9993
30000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9988
20000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9996 0.9972
10000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9997 0.9992 0.9945
Table 3. The effect of the training set sizes on the MNIST dataset
classification accuracy where the first row indicates the number of
images used in transform kernel training and the second row indi-
cates the classification accuracy (%).
Size 60000 5000 40000 30000 20000 10000
Accuracy 98.54 98.53 98.53 98.53 98.52 98.52
Table 4. The cosine similarity of transform kernels using fewer class
numbers and the whole ten classes, where the first column indicates
the object class number in training, and the second to sixth columns
indicate the cosine similarity in each stage.
Class No. Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5
8 0.9998 0.9996 0.9942 0.9940 0.9550
6 0.9982 0.9983 0.9866 0.9639 0.5586
4 0.9993 0.9990 0.9816 0.9219 0.4557
2 0.9390 0.9672 0.6567 0.6694 0.3294
5 are 4, 5, 8, 7 and 9, respectively. Then, the number of the Saak
features can be computed as
4 × 256 + 5× 64 + 8× 16 + 7× 4 + 9× 1 = 1, 509,
For the second step, we adopt the F-test statistic (or score) in the
ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) [17] to select features that have
the higher discriminant capability. That is, we order the features se-
lected in the first step based on their F-test scores from the largest
to the smallest, and select the top 75%. This will lead to a feature
vector of dimension 1, 509 × 0.75 = 1, 132. The feature selec-
tion module is followed by the feature reduction module, which is
achieved by the PCA. We consider four reduced dimension cases of
size 32, 64, 128 and 256, respectively, as shown in Table 1. Finally,
we feed these reduced-dimension feature vectors to the SVM classi-
fier in the SVM classification module. We compare different cutoff
energy thresholds in selecting the number of transform kernels in
each stage in Table 1. The first row gives the lossless Saak transform
results and the best one is 98.58%. We see little performance degra-
dation by employing the lossy Saak transform, yet its complexity is
significantly reduced.
Fig. 4. The classification results of using fewer classes in training.
where the blue line indicates the Saak transform approach and the
green line indicates the LeNet-5 method.
Table 5. The classification accuracy (%) on noisy images. All methods are trained on clean images. The first to fourth columns report the
results of adding Salt and pepper noise as increasing noise level. The fifth to eighth columns display the results of adding Speckle noise,
adding Gaussian noise, replacing background with uniform noise, and replacing background with texture images, respectively.
Method S&P 1 S&P 2 S&P 3 S&P 4 Speckle Gaussian random bg texture bg
LeNet-5 89.13 86.12 74.62 67.68 84.10 81.75 94.11 85.59
AlexNet 82.83 84.22 62.49 53.99 75.94 97,63 98.36 98.12
Saak 95.71 95.31 91.16 87.49 83.06 94.08 94.67 87.78
Fig. 5. Example of noisy test samples, where the first to fourth rows
are noisy images with added Salt and pepper noise with an increas-
ing noise level while the fifth to the eighth row are noisy images
with added Speckle noise, Gaussian noise, background replaced by
uniform noise, and background replaced by texture images, respec-
tively.
3.2. Scalability
Here, we adopt multi-stage lossy Saak transforms with the energy
threshold of 3% and reduce the feature dimension to 64 before apply-
ing the SVM classifier. We compare the average cosine similarity of
the Saak transform kernels using the whole training set and the train-
ing subset in each stage in Table 2. We see from the table that the
transform kernels are very stable, and the cosine similarity decreases
slightly as going to higher stages. Even the lossy Saak transform is
trained using only 10,000 samples, the cosine similarities between
the resulting ones and the one trained using the whole training set
consisting of 60,000 samples are still higher than 0.99. This shows
that the trained kernels are very stable against the training data size.
Next, we report the classification accuracy on the MNIST dataset in
Table 3 and compare results among training sets of different sizes. It
is interesting to see that we can obtain almost the same classification
accuracy using lossy Saak coefficients based on a training dataset of
a much smaller size.
The experimental results of scalability against a varying object
class number are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4, where the class is ar-
ranged in increasing order. For example, if there are 4 classes in the
training, they are digits 0, 1, 2, 3. We derive transform kernels with
a subset of 10 digit classes and show the averaged cosine similarities
in Table 4. As shown in the table, the transform kernels are relatively
stable in the early stages. For example, the averaged cosine similar-
ities of the first and the second stages are all above 0.9 even we only
have one object class for training. The cosine similarities for later
stages drop since the Saak coefficients of later stages capture the
global view and they are effected more by decreasing the training
classes. We see from Fig. 4 that the lossy Saak coefficients learned
from fewer object classes can still handle the classification task of ten
digits. In contrast, we train the convolutional layers of the LeNet-5
under the same above-mentioned condition while it fully connected
(FC) layers are kept the same with ten output classes. Then, the per-
formance of the LeNet-5 drops quickly when the object class number
decreases. The Saak transform approach is more stable and it recog-
nition accuracy is about the same even the number of training classes
decreases. In general, the performance of the Saak transform offers
a scalable solution to the handwritten digits recognition problem be-
cause the class features are obtained from sample class images. The
LeNet-5 is more sensitive since it is built upon the end-to-end opti-
mization framework. The network has to be re-trained whenever the
object class number changes.
3.3. Robustness
We may encounter undesirable noisy or low quality images in real-
world applications, and need a robust method to handle these sit-
uations. To simulate the condition, we modify the MNIST dataset
using two ways – adding noise and changing the background of the
images as shown in Fig. 5. To test the robustness of classification
methods fairly, we use only clean images in the training and the un-
seen noisy images in the testing. Table 5 compares the Saak trans-
form based method, the LeNet-5 and the AlexNet. The LeNet-5 con-
tains 2 CONV layers and 3 FC layers with around 60K parameters.
The AlexNet consists of 5 CONV layers and 3 FC layers with around
60N parameters. For the Saak transform-based method, we set the
energy threshold to 3% as described earlier and train the SVM clas-
sifier using 32D feature vectors. The results in Table 5 indicate that
the performance of the lossy Saak transform method is less affected
by noise, especially the Salt and Pepper noise. Although the Salt and
Pepper noise is significantly increased in the column of S&P 4, our
method can still achieve 87.49% accuracy. The AlexNet method is
more robust to background change.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A lossy Saak transform based approach was proposed to solve the
handwritten digits recognition problem. This new approach has sev-
eral advantages such as higher efficiency than the lossless Saak trans-
form, scalability against the variation of training data size and ob-
ject class numbers and robustness against noisy images. In the near
future, we would like to apply the Saak transform approach to the
general object classification problem with more challenging datasets
such as CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet.
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